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QCycleTM
Once safety equipment is used during a turnaround or shutdown, the challenge of retrieving it and returning it to readiness is critical. This
process must be fast and efficient or more and more equipment will need to be rented to satisfy ongoing work. It must also be thorough,
ensuring that requirements such as effective cleaning, drying, maintenance, and testing are completed quickly after each and every use.
United Safety has pioneered a next generation of mobile onsite QA/QC facility and maintenance process called QCycleTM facilities complete
a field maintenance cycle as fast as any permanent facility; your turnaround is not delayed by equipment being transported to and from your
site for field maintenance, nor do you have to pay to rent extra equipment to cover requirements. Before our equipment leaves our onsite
QCycleTM facility it has been thoroughly cleaned, readied, and inspected in record time.
You will need to rent less as we can turn equipment around for re-use more quickly, and your personnel will trust our equipment more as it
is returned to “near new” condition.
While our customers often compliment us on both the quality and uniformity of safety equipment we bring to their site, it is the benefits
and efficiencies of our distribution and QA/QC processes that result in a faster, safer turnaround.
The United Safety Difference
United Safety’s QCycleTM QA/QC process greatly reduces equipment rentals; equipment is used multiple times per shift (quicker QA/QC
cycles). Losses and damages are greatly reduced by active asset management, reducing back end billing costs. Clean and problem free
equipment increases worker confidence in equipment, improving morale. Efficiency in the process of delivery and retrieval increases tool time
as no one waits for equipment.
Distribution is a key element of our QCycleTM process; United Safety can manage the staging, delivery, and retrieval of safety equipment
required for permitted activities. United Safety can custom-design the distribution and QCycleTM process to meet the scope and requirements
of your turnaround. This system can also generate utilization per shift reports, offering a real-time insight into workflow during the event.
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